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Let R be a commutative ring with identity and let R[t] be the polynomial 
ring in a commuting indeterminate  over R. Let R((“)) and R[t]((“)) denote 
the formal power series rings R [ [X ,,..., X,]] and R [t][ Xl ,..., X ]] in n 
commuting indeterminates X,,..., X,, over R and R [t], respectively. Several 
papers [3,8,9, lo] have dealt with the structures of the R-endomorphisms 
(R-automorphisms) of R ((I)) = R [ [Xl], that is, endomorphisms of R”‘” that 
induce the identity mapping on R. Recently Gilmer and O’Malley [4] have 
considered the R-endomorphisms of R((“‘) and determined necessary and 
sufficient conditions for existence of an R-automorphism of R((“)) sending Xi 
onto pi for i= I,..., n, where each pi is an element of R((“)). In fact, the main 
results of [lo] were generalized by [4]. In this paper we consider R- 
endomorphism Q of R [t]““” such that $(t) is not necessarily inR[t], and for 
given elements a, p, ,..., p, of R[t]““)j we show the necessary and sufficient 
conditions in order that there exists an R-automorphism of R[t]““” sending t
onto a and Xi onto pi for each i = I,..., it. For the case n = 1, this author has 
dealt with this topic in [6]. 
All rings considered in this paper are assumed to be commutative and 
contain identity. Throughout this paper the symbols w and w,, are used to 
denote the set of positive and nonnegative integers, respectively. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
If a, PI ,..., P, are elements of R[t]““” and if T is a subring of R [t]““” 
containing R and p ,,..., ,B , then ,B, will denote the ideal of T generated by 
{PI,...,/?,} and (T,/?,) denote the topological ring T with &-adic topology. 
When T = R [t]((“)), we will simply write p and (R [t](@)), j3)to denote the 
ideal of R[t]((“J) generated by {pi,..., /? I and the topological ring R[t](@)) 
with the P-adic topology, respectively. It is well known that (T,&) is 
Hausdorff if and only if n,,,& = (0), and that if the P,-adic topology is 
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Hausdorff, then it is metrizable [7, p. 5 11. If f E R [tlCCn)), then f is uniquely 
expressible in the form Cm_0 jJ, where for each j E wO, jJ. E R [t] [X, ,..., X ] 
such that fj is 0 or a homogeneous polynomial (that is a form) of degree j in 
x i,..., X over R[t]. We call c&J the homogeneous decomposition off, 
and for each j, 4 is called the jth homogeneous component of f: If 
fRf,;Z$,& is th e h omogeneous decomposition of a nonzero element f of 
such that the first nonzero homogeneous component off is fk, then 
we say that f has order k, and we write O(f) = k. For each homogeneous 
component fj off; &(a, pi ,..., p ) will denote the element of R [t]((“)) which is 
obtained by substituting a for t and pi for Xi for each i = l,..., n in A;.. If 
g(t) E R[t], Ri(g(t)) will denote the coefficient of t’ in g(t). 
The following theorem was proved by Gilmer 121. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let f (t) E R [t] and let 0 be the R-endomorphism of R [t] 
which maps g(t) onto g(f(t)) f or each g(t) E R[t]. Then t3 is onto (or 
automorphism) ifand only ifz,(f (t)) is a unit of R and ni(f (t)), for i > 2, is 
nilpotent. 
The following lemma appeared in [6, Lemma I.21 for the case n = 1. The 
proof of the Lemma 1.2 can be carried in the same way as in [6]. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let 01,/I,,...,/?,, be elements of R[t]((n” and suppose that 
n,,,p” = (0). Then there exists an R-endomorphism o of R [t]““” such that 
o(t) = a and #(Xi) =/?, for each i = l,..., n if and only if there exists a 
subring T of R[t]((n)) containing R[a][p,,...,/?,] such that (T,/3,) is a 
complete Hausdorfl space. Moreover, when such a subring T exists, o is 
unique and iff = CFzOfj is the homogeneous decomposition of an element f 
of R [t]((“)), then ddf) = Cj%,jj(a, PI ,..., P ). 
LEMMA 1.3. Let M be a unitary free R-module offmite rank n and let 
{xi};=, be a free basis for M. Let M,,(R) denote the ring of n X n matrices 
over R, and z, ,..., z be elements of M such that zi = cj”=, aijxj for each 
i= 1 1***, n where aij E R. Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) {zi};=, is a generating set for M; 
(2) the matrix A = (aij) is a unit of M,,(R); 
(3) det(A), the determinant of A = (aij), is a unit of R; 
(4) {zi}yz, is a free basis for M. 
The proof of the above lemma is straightforward so we omit its proof. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let a = CjYOaj and pi= ~jm_,jIji), i= l,..., n be 
homogeneous decompositions of elements of R[t]““” such that O@i) > 1. 
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Then there exists a unique R-endomorphism 4 of R[t]““” such that $(t) = a 
and 4(Xi) = Pi for each i = l,..., n. Further, Q is onto if and only if the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) a0 is in #(R [t]((“))) such that 7c,(a,,) isa unit of R and zi(a,,), for 
i > 2, is nilpotent; 
(ii) R[t] /?\I’ + ... +R[t]@‘=R[t]X,+... +R[t]X,. 
Prooj Let /I be the ideal of R [t]““” generated by /?r ,..., p . Then since 
O(j3,) > 1 for each i = l,..., n the topological ring (R [ t]((““, /3) is a complete 
Hausdorff space. Therefore, by Lemma 1.2, there exists a unique R- 
endomorphism 4 of R [t]((“)) such that g(t) = a and 4(Xi) = pi for each i = 
l,..., n. Now suppose that 4 is onto. Then a0 E @(R[t]“““) and for each 
f(t) E R [t] there exists h E R [t]““” such that 4(h) = f (t). Let JJJEO hj be the 
homogeneous decomposition of h. Since 0(/3,) > 1 for each i = l,..., n the 
constant term of $(h) = cjYO hj(a, PI ,..., B ) considered as a power series in 
X I ,..., X over R[t] is h,,(a,); therefore, h,(a,) = f(t). This implies that the 
R-endomorphism 0 of R [t] sending t onto a,, is surjective. Then by 
Theorem 1.1 it follows that zl(a,,) is a unit of R and zi(aO), for i > 2, is 
nilpotent. Since 4 is onto, there exist fi,..., f E R[tlttn)) such that #(fi) =Xi 
for each i = l,..., n. Let CJzO fii) be a homogeneous decomposition Of fi for 
each i. Then the constant term of #(fi) considered as a power series in 
X , ,..., X over R [t] is f ~)(a,,). Since #(A) = Xi, f :)(a,) = 0 for each i = 
1 ,**-, n. Since the R-endomorphism 19 of R[t] sending t onto a,, is an R- 
automorphism, f r)(ao) = 0 implies f f’ = 0. Therefore, Odfi) > 1 for each i = 
n. For each i, let p’,” = CJ=, p’,yXj and f (li) = zzl f C,$‘Xj, where PC,:, 
$‘~ R[t] forj= 1 ,..., n.Then the linear homogeneous component of #(fi) is 
G= I (f $~(a,,)(C~=l /?(lik)Xk)), where f \)(a,) is an element of R [t] obtained 
by substituting a, for t in f il. Then the coefficient of X, in #(fi) is 
~~;fi:(a,)Pl”x’ S ince @(fi) = Xi for each i = l,..., n it follows that for i, 
,..., n cj”= 1 f $)(a,) /31’,’ = 1 if i = k and 0 if i # k. Then 
f Xa,) f Xa,) ... f \‘,(a,) PC PI? *a* P!‘,’ 
i f F(aJ . . . ,,;..,) iy-l pi:’ . . . ,,:)=Iny 
where I, is an identity in M,(R [t]). Since /.?y) = s= I #X, for i = l,..., n by 
Lemma 1.3 it follows that R[t] /?j’) + .a+ + R[t] /II”) = R[t] X, + .a. + 
R[tl xn. 
Conversely, suppose that conditions (i) and (ii) stated in this theorem are 
satisfied. Clearly #(R [t](@))) = R [a] [ [/I, ,.,., /?,I] (by Lemma 1.2). Let 
R[al[[&,...,P,J] = T. S ince 0(/I,) > 1 for i= l,..., n the topological ring 
(T, p,) is complete Hausdorff. Then condition (i) implies that a, E T and 
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hence R [a,] c R [a,] [ Is, ,..., /3,]] c T. Th eorem 1.1 and condition (i) imply 
that R [a,,] = R [t]; therefore, R [t] [[/I, ,..., /3,]] c T. Since (R [tlCCn)), /I)is a 
complete Hausdorff space, there exists an R[t]-endomorphism w of R[t]““” 
sending X, onto pi for each i= l,..., n (by Lemma 1.2). Then condition (ii) 
and Theorem 3.5 in [4] show that v/ is surjective. Therefore, II/(R [tlccn))) = 
R [t] [[p, ,..., P ]] = R [f]((? but R[t][[p,,...,&]] c TcR[t]“““. So T= 
R [t]““” and a 4 is onto. 
If R is a subring of a commutative ring S, then a finite subset {a, ,..., a } 
of S is algebraically independent over R if g(a i ,..., a ) is nonzero whenever 
g(Y, 9***, Y ,) is a nonzero polynomial of R [ Y, ,..., Y ], the polynomial ring in 
n indeterminates Y1,..., Y, over R. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let f, ,..., f be elements of R [X, ,..., X ] such that h is a 
form of degree 1 for each i = l,..., n. Then {fi)yz, is algebraically 
independent over R ifRfi + .a- + Rf, = RX, + -.a + RX,,. 
ProoJ For each k E q,, let Mk denote the submodule of R-module 
R IX, ,..., X ] generated by xk = {X{l . . . Xk 1 C;= 1 ji = k and ji E w,,]. Then 
for each k E w,,, M, is a free R-module and xk is a free basis for M,. It is 
easy to see that if Rf,,+..~RRf,=RX,+...+RX,, then Fk= 
{fi’ . . . f+ 1 C;,Oji = k, ji E o,,} is a set of generators for M,; therefore, it 
follows from Lemma 1.3 that Fk is a free basis for M,. Clearly the R-module 
R [Xl ,..., X,] is a direct sum of a family of R-modules (Mk)kEoO. Let 
R [ Y, ,..., Yn] be the polynomial ring in n indeterminates Y, ,..., Y over R and 
let g = C;E’=o gi be the homogeneous decomposition of an element g of 
R [Y, ,..., Y ,] such that g(f, ,..., f ) = 0. Clearly gk(fi ,..., f ) E M, for each 
k = 0, l,..., n and since Fk is a free basis for M, for each k, g, = 0 for each 
k = 0, l,..., n. Therefore, g = 0 and { fif;:);= 1 isalgebraically independent over 
R. 
THEOREM 1.6. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1.4, if 4 is onto then 4 
is one-to-one (automorphism). 
ProoJ Assume that 0 is onto. Then conditions (i) and (ii) in 
Theorem 1.4 hold. Then by Lemma 1.3, it follows that {#)}~=i is a free basis 
for the free R [ t]-module M, = R [t] X, + . . . + R [t] X,, ; therefore, each /I?) is 
nonzero and a form of degree 1. Then Lemma 1.5 and condition (ii) imply 
that {p~“}~Z1 is algebraically independent over R[t]. Let f be a nonzero 
element of R [ t]((“)) and c/“=,& be its homogeneous decomposition and 
assume O(f) = k. Then f, # 0 and & = 0 for all j < k. Let fk = 
IL,, . ..+en=kfk,te ,,..., e, XY e.9 X2 where each coefficient fk,te ,,..., e is an 
element of R [t]. Then there is at least one nonzero coefficient, say fk,Cl,,...,l,j. 
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By Theorem 1.1 and condition (i) in Theorem 1.4, it follows that 
f~ ,,..., &d f 0 and then 
Since (p\i)}yE, is algebraically independent over R [t], 
This implies that the order of 
is k. Note that for any j > k, jj = 0 or the order of #U;.) is j. So O@(f)) = k 
and $0 # 0. Therefore, 4 is one-to-one. 
2. MAIN RESULT 
Gilmer and O’Malley proved the following theorem in [4, p. 421. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let ai = z?ZO aji) E R((“)) for i = l,..., n. There exists an 
R-automorphism 4 of R((“‘) such that #(Xi) = ai for each i tf and only tf the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) (R((“)), (al,..., a, )) is a complete Hausdorff space; 
(2) Rail) + ..e +Ray)=RX,+..-+RX,. 
Moreover, if such an automorphism 4 exists, then it is unique. 
Observe that if pi = ~jO/Iji) E R [t]““” is in J(R [t]((“))), the Jacobson 
radical of R [tlCtn)), then /Ii” is in J(R [t]), the Jacobson radical of R [t]. ‘Since 
J(R [t]) is identical with rad(R[t]), the radical of R[t], it follows that 
pi E J(R [t]“““) f i an d only if /3?) is nilpotent. If pi = ~~0 /3ji) E J(R [t]((“))) 
for i = l,..., n then (j3r’,..., /?l;)), the ideal of R [t] generated by /$,i’,..., /Iv), is 
nilpotent; therefore, the topological ring (R [t]((“)), /I)is complete Hausdorff. 
Let g(t) = Cr!“=o a,t’ be an element of R [t] and P be a prime ideal of R 
distinct from R. Let g(t) = Cy!“=o d,t’ be an element of R/P[t] where pi = 
a, + P in R/P for each i = O,..., m. The following lemma is equivalent to 
Lemma 6.1.2 in [5, p. 1511. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let g(t) = C’!!“=. ait’ be an element of R[t]. Then g(t) is 
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invertible inR [t] if and only if g(t) = CT=, cTi t’ is invertible inR/P[t] for 
each prime ideal of R distinct from R. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let a = C,EO aj and Pr = JJ,EO @), i = l,..., n be 
homogeneous decompositions of elements of R [tlCCn)), and let 4 be an R- 
endomorphism of R [ t]((“‘) such that O(t) = a and #(Xi) =/Ii for i = l,..., n.
Then @ is nilpotent for i = I,..., n if one of the following conditions is 
satisfied: 
(i) x,(a,,) is a unit of R, and xj(a,), for j > 2, is nilpotent; 
(ii) Q is onto. 
Proof: Suppose that condition (i) is satisfied. Let f(t) E R [t]. Then by 
Theorem 1.1, there exists g(t) E R[t] such that g(a,,) = f (t). If 1 denotes a 
unity of R[t]((“)), then 1 + g(t)Xi is a unit of R [t]““)) for each i = l,..., n.
Therefore, $(l + g(t) Xi) = 1 + g(a) pi is a unit of R [t]((“)) fori = l,..., n and 
hence 1 + g(aJ /3f’ = 1 + f (t) e /?f’, which is the constant term of 1 + g(a)Pi 
considered as a power series in Xi,..., X, over R [t], is a unit of R [t]. But f (t) 
was arbitrary element of R [t], so /If’ E J(R [t]); therefore, /It), for i = l,..., n
is a nilpotent element in R[t]. 
Next we assume ,that condition (ii) holds. Let f(t) E R [t]. Then there 
exists h E R [t]((“)) such that g(h) =f (t). Since 1 + hX, is a unit of R[t]““” 
for i= 1 ,..., n d(1 + hx,) = 1 + f (t)Pi is a unit of R [t]“““. Therefore, 
1 + f (t) #), for i = l,..., n the constant term of 1 + f (t) /Ii considered as a 
power series in X over R [t], is a unit of R [t]. So pgi) E J(R [t]) and Pa’ is 
nilpotent for each i = l,..., n.
THEOREM 2.4. Let a = z7Y0 aj and pi = c,zO /3ji), i= l,..., n be 
homogeneous decompositions of elements of R [t]““” over R [t], and let 4 be 
an R-endomorphism of R [ t]((“)) such that g(t) = a and #(Xi) =pi for 
i = I,..., n.Then 4 is onto if and only if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) a, E #(R [t]cc”“) such that x,(a& is a unit of R and ni(ao), for 
i > 2, is nilpotent; 
(ii) R [t] /I’,” + .a. +R[t]/?1”‘=R[t]X, + ..a +R[t]X,. 
ProoJ: Suppose that 4 is onto. Then clearly a, E #(R [t]((n))), and, by 
Lemma 2.3, /Ia’ is nilpotent for i = l,..., n; therefore, every coefficient of a 
polynomial /Ii” of R [t] is a nilpotent element of R. Let P be a prime ideal of 
R distinct from R, then for each g(t) = CJYO ait’ E R [t], we define g(t) to be 
Cy!! 0 Lij tj where aj= aj+ PE R/P for each j= O,..., m. For each 
/3=~j”=o/?jE R[t]((“)), we define p to be CJEO 6 where, for each j, 
& = c &,(el,...,e.&’ *.* xz 
e,+. . .ie.=j 
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with Pj,(e, ,..., f,) E R [t] for each (e, ,..., e ). 
Since /?r) 1s nilpotent, fir) = 0 in R/P[t] ; therefore, by Theorem 1.4, there 
exists a unique R/P-endomorphism @* of R/P[tlccn)) such that 4*(t) = E and 
#*(Xi) =fii for each i= l,..., n. Since $J is onto, clearly (6* is onto. Let 
R = R/P. Then by Theorem 1.4 it follows that 
(1) x1(@,) is a unit of R and ~~(a,), for i > 2, is 0 in R; 
(2) R(t] py + **- + R[t] p =R[t] x, + .*a +R[t] X”. 
Since (1) holds for any prime ideal P of R distinct from R, it follows that 
~,(a,,) is a unit of R and 7ri(a0), for i> 2, is a nilpotent element in R. Let 
p’,” = cj”= * pgxj f or 
@$!)li E M,(R [t]). 
each i = l,..., n and let B = (pj$ij E M,(R [t]) and B= 
Th en Lemma 1.3 and (2) imply that B is a unit of 
M,(R[t]); therefore, det(@ is a unit of R[t]. Note that det(B) is a unit of 
R [tl = R/P[t] for any prime ideal P of R. Then by Lemma 2.2, det(B) is a 
unit of R It], and by Lemma 1.3 it follows that R [ t] /Ii” + . -. + R [t] /3!“’ = 
R[t] X, + .+. + R[t] X,. 
Conversely suppose that conditions (i) and (ii) stated in this theorem are 
satisfied. Then condition (i) and Lemma 2.3 imply that #’ is nilpotent for 
each i = l,..., n; therefore, the topological ring (R [t](@)),/?) is complete 
Hausdorff and #(R[t]((*))) = R[a][ [/I1 ,...,/3,]]. In the exactly same way as in 
the proof of Theorem 1.4, we can prove that R[t][[P1 ,..., p ]] c 
R [a] [ [/I, ,..., p ,] 1. Since (R [t]((“)), p  is complete Hausdorff and condition (ii) 
is satisfied, by Theorem 2.1 there exists an R [I]-automorphism r// such that 
v/(X,) = pi for i = l,..., n. Then tq(R [t]((“))) = R [t] [[/I, ,..., a ]] = R [t]“““. 
Therefore, R[a] [ [pl ,..., /?,]I = R [t]((“)) and 4 is onto. 
THEOREM 2.5. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 2.4, if $ is onto, then 4 
is one-to-one (automorphism). 
ProoJ Suppose that 4 is onto, then conditions (i) and (ii) in Theorem 2.4 
hold. Let fi E R [t] (M)) for i = l,..., n such that #(xi) = @. Let fi = zjO fji) 
be a homogeneous decomposition of 4 for i = l,..., It, and let fy’ = 
xi= 1 f j?X, for each i = l,..., n where f ‘,ii E R [t] for i, j = l,..., n. Clearly 
#(fi) = #<~joo_, fji’> = J$‘Z,, fj”(a, PI ,..., P,> and 
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The constant term of @(jJ considered as a power series in X, ,..., X,, over 
R[t] is 
ff’(a,) + f- f’ik’ a k21 , ( ,)gjk’ + f f::“(a,, P:” Y...? PP’) 
j=2 
for sufficient large positive integer m, because /$,“’ is nilpotent 
i = l,..., IZ. Since #(A) = /I$“, we have 
ff’(a,) + k$, fi’k)(a,) Pa’+ f2 fi(“(a,, BY,..., Pb”‘) = PV’. 
for each 
(B) 
Note that cF2 fj:“(a,, /IF’,..., /I$“‘) E x1= i ,f3f’R [t] is nilpotent; therefore, 
(B) implies that fc’(a,) is nilpotent and hence ff’ is nilpotent by condition 
(i) and Theorem 1.1. In (A) if we consider f:‘(a), Ci=, f$(a)Pk and 
~~2$“(a,/31 ,..., /I,) as power series in X, ,..., X, over R[t], then careful 
examination of the coeffkient of X, in (A) yields that the coefficient of X,V in 
f:‘(a) isfy”(a,) - als and the coeffkient of X, in xi= I fyi(a) /Ik is 
f f$‘(a,) a,,&“’ + + f$(a,)#, 
k=l kel 
where f f” and f VL’ are derivatives offf’ and f $2, respectively [ 11, p. 12 11, 
and thq,coefficient of X, in cEz fj”(a, /I, ..., /I,) is an element, say h(t), of 
fZvll$a; PI. In (B), comparing X,-coeffkients in left and right sides, we 
ff”(a,) a,, + k$, f’,i,“(a,) a&jk + i f$(a,)Plt’ + h(t) = 0. 
k=l 
Since f f’ is a nilpotent element of R [t], ff’ ’ is nilpotent; herefore, f f”(a,) is 
a nilpotent element of R [t]. Since jIbk’ isnilpotent for k = l,..., n and f I;“‘(a,) 
is nilpotent for i = l,..., n and h(t) is a nilpotent element of R[t], it follows 
that C;= i f $(aJ /Ilk,’ is nilpotent for each i = l,..., n and s = l,..., n. 
Let 
giif ::: i) and Bfij F?j ::: ;:). 
Then F(a,) . B = (Ci=, f \‘&a,) @)i,, E M,(Rad(R [t])). Since J(R [t]) =
Rad(R[t]) and J(M,(R[t])) =M,(J(R[t])) [5, p. 171, F(a,) . B is an element 
of J(M,,(R[t])). But by condition (ii) in Theorem 2.4 and Lemma 1.3, it 
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follows that B is a unit of M,(R[t]); therefore, F(a,) E J(M,(R[t])) = 
M,(Rad(R [t])) and hence f$(a,) is a nilpotent element of R[t] for each 
i, k = l,..., n. Then condition (i) in Theorem 2.4 implies thatf$ is a nilpotent 
element of R[t] for each i, k = l,..., n. Then FE J(M,(R [t]) and I, -F is a 
unit of M,(R[t]). Let yi =Xi - fi for i = l,..., II and let 71” = C;,, y$X, be 
the linear homogeneous component of yi, then 
n 
k 
for each i = I,..., n. Let r = (~yk))~,~ E M,(R [t]). Then r = I, - F and so r is 
a unit of M,(R[t]). Then by Lemma 1.3, it follows that R[t] y\” + a.. + 
R[t] yy) = R[t] X, + .a. + R[t] X,. Since yf’ =fa) for each i = l,..., n, the 
ideal y,, = (yr’,..., $“) of R [t] generated by yr),..., $’ is nilpotent. Thus the 
topological ring (R [t]((n)), y  is complete Hausdorff where y is the ideal of 
R [t]((“‘) generated by y, ,..., y,. Then Theorem 2.1 shows that there exists an 
R [t ]-automorphism I+U of R [t]““” such that w(X,) = yi for each i = l,..., n. 
Then (4 o v)(t) = d(1) = a and (4 0 WI(~) = #(Yi> = 0(X, -A) = d(4) - 
$qfi) = pi - pb” = cj”= 1 py. s ince O(‘J$, ,8ji’) > 1 and Q 0 v is onto, 
Theorem 1.6 shows that $ 0 v/ is one-to-one. Therefore, $ is one-to-one 
(automorphism). 
From Theorem 2.4 and Theorem 2.5 we have the following result. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let a = CEO aj, pi = cYYO j3ji’, i= l,..., n, be homo- 
geneous decompositions of elements of R[t]“““. Then there exists an R- 
automorphism 4 of R [t]““” such that $(I) = a and #(Xi) = pi for i = I,..., n, if 
and only if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) (Jr’,..., PC)) is a nilpotent ideal of R[t]; 
(4 a0 E Rlal[P , ,..., P ]] such that q(a,) is a unit of R and q(ao), 
for i > 2, is nilpotent; 
(iii) R [t] PI’) + . ..+R[t]/?1”‘=R[t]X.+...+R[t]X,,. 
Proof Let (b be an R-automorphism of R [t]““” such that 4(t) = a and 
#(Xi) =pi for each i = l,..., n. Then since Xi E J(R [t]((“))), #(Xi) = 
pi E J(R [t]“““); therefore, @ E J(R[t]) for each i = l,..., n and /I = 
(P A’),..., PI;‘) is a nilpotent ideal of R [t]. Then clearly (R [tlCCn)),p) isa 
complete Hausdorff space; hence by Lemma 1.2, )(R[t]“““) = 
R[al[[P,,.-9Pnll~ Th en it is immediate from Theorem 2.4 that conditions (ii) 
and (iii) hold. 
Conversely we assume conditions (i)-(iii). Since p = (Jr’,..., j3r’) is a 
nilpotent ideal of R [t], (R [ t]((“)), j?)is a complete Hausdorff space. Then by 
Lemma 1.2, there exists a unique R-endomorphism 4 of R[t]““” such that 
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Q(t) = a and #(Xi) =pi for i = l,..., n, and b(R [t]((“))> = R [a] [ [PI ,..., P ]]. 
Thus a0 E 4(R [f]((“))). By Theorem 2.5, 4 is an R-automorphism of R [t]“““. 
Remark. Let p = (J, ,..., j3,) be an ideal of R [t]““” generated by /3, ..., /3,. 
If the topological ring (R [tltcn)), p) is complete Hausdorff, then there exists a 
unique R[t]-endomorphism q of R[t]““” such that r(X,) =pi for each 
i = I,..., n. Then by Theorem A of [I], there exists an R [t]-automorphism ,U 
such that ,u(XJ = /3b” + Xi for each i = l,..., n.Then /?$) E J(R [t]) and so #’ 
is a nilpotent element of R [t] for i = l,..., n. Therefore, (pi’) ,..., &“‘) is a 
nilpotent ideal of R [t]. Conversely if @b”,..., @‘) is a nilpotent ideal of R [t], 
(R [t]((‘? P) is a complete Hausdorff space. Therefore, in Theorem 2.6, we 
can replace condition (i) with “(R [t]((“)), p  is a complete Hausdorff space.” 
EXAMPLE. Let pi = ,JJjm=O@) (i = l,..., n) be homogeneous decom- 
positions of elements of R [t]““” such that ,#) is a nilpotent element of R [t] 
and R[t] /?I’) + .a* +R[t]j3’,“‘=R[t]X, + .a* +R[t]X,. Let a=g(t)+f, 
where g(t) is an element of R[t] such that zl(g(t)) is a unit of R and 
zi( g(t)), i > 2, is nilpotent and f is an element of R [ [p, ,..., p ]]. Then the 
constant term off considered as a power series in X, ,..., X over R [t] is an 
element, say h(t), of R[@,“,...,@“]. If c,YO aj is a homogeneous decom- 
position of a, then a,, = g(t) + h(t). Since @ is a nilpotent element of R [t], 
every coefficient in j?f) is a nilpotent element of R; therefore, n,(h(t)), for 
i > 1, is nilpotent. Then n,(aJ = x1( g(t) + h(t)) is a unit of R and ni(a,,) = 
ni( g(t) + h(t)), for i > 2, is nilpotent. Since a E R [a] [ [/3, ,..., /3,]] and fE 
R[[P,,..., P ]] = R [a] [ [PI ,..., P ]], g(t) is an element of R [a] [ [p, ..., P,]]. 
Then R [t] = R [ g(t)] c R[a][ [/I,,..., /I, ]], hence a0 = g(t) + h(t) E 
R[a][ [/3,,..., /3,]]. Then by Theorem 2.6, there exists a unique R- 
automorphism $ of R [t]((“)) such that Q(t) = a and #(Xi) =pi for each 
i = l,..., n.
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